Discordant mental and physical efforts in an autistic patient.
We investigated whether there was mental effort in response to verbal commands in a 16-year old girl with autism, a high degree of non-compliance with commands and symptoms of autonomic dysfunction by monitoring the brainstem autonomic tone during an attempt to perform isometric exercise. An index of cardiac vagal tone (CVT), cardiac sensitivity to baroreflex (CSB), heart rate (HR) and mean arterial blood pressure (MAP) were measured simultaneously. Physical non-compliance with our commands meant there was no force applied by the patient during the attempted exercise, but CVT and CSB were both reduced and sustained at very low levels throughout the attempt, while MAP and HR were increased concurrently to higher levels in the same period. This vagal withdrawal to allow concurrent increases in HR and MAP is an arousal response appropriate for isometric exercise, which is a sign of a positive mental effort to comply with our commands. These results demonstrate discordant mental and physical efforts in our patient. In this particular case, the physical inabilities in some instances could have been mislabelled as mental non-compliance due to autism. It would be worthwhile to investigate the prevalence of discordant mental and physical efforts in autism.